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        Rain-X | Car Care That Outsmarts The Elements


		

  
    
              
          
          
            
              
                              50 years of service
                          
              
              
                Outsmart the elements              


                              For 50 years, Rain-X® has provided drivers with products to help them outsmart the elements. Designed to help keep our customers one step ahead of the road.

              
                              See more
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                              Rain Repellent
                          
              
              
                Discover the #1 selling product in USA              


                              Experience the magic of Rain-X Rain Repellent Treatment – the secret to crystal-clear, water-repellent car windows. Say goodbye to a blurry windscreen and hello to a safer, clearer drive!

              
                              See more
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                              Ceramix Range
                          
              
              
                Brand new ceramic technology              


                              Join the automotive revolution with Rain-X®’s breakthrough ceramic technology. Our advanced ceramic formulations create an invisible shield that repels rain, sleet, and snow, providing unmatched clarity and protection for your car. 

              
                              See more
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                  2 in 1 Glass Cleaner + Rain Repellent
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                  Rain Repellent 500 ml
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                  Screenwash with Rain Repellent -5°C (5L)
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                  Wipes 2 in 1 Glass Cleaner & Rain Repellent
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                  Cerami-X Exterior Detailer
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                  Cerami-X Waterless Car Wash & Rain Repellent
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                    Rain can affect severely your visibility and safety while driving.

                  

                  
                    View more                  
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                      [image: ]                      Dust                    

                    Dust from the environment, such as pollen, road dust, and pollutants, can also enter the car and accumulate over time.

                  

                  
                    View more                  
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                      [image: ]                      Fog                    

                    Fog can form on a car window when warm, moist air inside the car comes into contact with the cooler air outside, causing the moisture in the warm air to condense on the cooler glass surface.
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                      [image: ]                      Aging tyres                    

                    Tyres can age due to a combination of factors, including exposure to UV radiation, heat, and environmental conditions, causing the rubber compounds to harden and lose their elasticity, which can lead to reduced performance and safety risks.
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                    Are you weary of the winter ritual of scraping ice from your windshield?
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                      [image: ]                      Sleet                    

                    Sleet can affect severely your visibility and safety while driving.
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                    Enjoying your driving experience can sometimes result in dirtying up your car.
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        Our customers love us      
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        News      
      
    
          
        Latest news      

        
          
        News      
    
          Discover our latest news and learn more about Rain-X solutions. 

    
          Blog
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                What are the Benefits of Ceramic Technology for Your Car?

              
              Unveiling the Magic of Ceramic Coating: Picture this: you’re cruising down the highway, wind in your hair (or through your sunroof, for the more sensible drivers among us), when suddenly, a bird decides to express its artistic talents on your pristine paintwork. Enter ceramic coating, the superhero of car protection, here to save the day! Ceramic coating is like a magical force field for your car, shielding it from all manner of environmental evils. Think of it as your car’s […]

              Read more
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            POV: you find your car like this 🫣
With Rain-X 
            	                    [image: POV: you find your car like this 🫣 With Rain-X this wouldn't have happened 😇  #wetakecareofvehicles #rainx #rainxproducts #carcare #car #outsmarttheelements #rain #cleaner]
        
    



    
        
            When pictures are better than words 🫢

#wetakec
            	                    [image: When pictures are better than words 🫢  #wetakecareofvehicles #rainx #rainxproducts #carcare #car #outsmarttheelements]
        
    



    
        
            How do you fancy clean, shiny and fully protected 
            	                    [image: How do you fancy clean, shiny and fully protected rims in 4 easy steps? 😏  Meet our Graphene Wheel Cleaner & Protectant, THE 3-in-1 product that effortlessly dissolves dirt and forms a protective barrier against brake dust and environmental elements! ✨    For fewer cleaning sessions and more free time 🤩  Want to try it out? 👇 https://rainx.co.uk/product/graphene-wheel-cleaner-protectant/  #wetakecareofvehicles #rainx #rainxproducts #carcare #car #outsmarttheelements #cleaner]
        
    



    
        
            We say goodbye to dirt and rain ruining our visibi
            	                    [image: We say goodbye to dirt and rain ruining our visibility on the road with 2-in-1 Glass Cleaner + Rain Repellent 🙅   It would be a shame to miss out on some beautiful scenery 😒  #wetakecareofvehicles #rainx #rainxproducts #carcare #car #outsmarttheelements #rain #cleaner]
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        Keep me updated      
      
    
          
        Join our newsletter      

        
    
    
      




  
    Join our monthly mailing list for exclusive promotions, latest news and more.
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                    Rain-X®                
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	Our products
	Outsmart the elements
	FAQ
	Careers


            

            
        
                    
                
                
                    Terms and conditions                


                	Terms & conditions
	Privacy Policy
	Product information – Rain Repellent 500ml
	Product information – Rain Repellent 200 ml
	Product information – Glass Cleaner + Rain Repellent
	Product information – Anti-Fog
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